بسم ا الرحمن الرحيم

America and Russia in their Savage Attacks on the Syrian Lands are
Two Sides of the Same Coin of an American Creation!
(Translated)
The Syrian forces supported by Russian air power engaged yesterday, Saturday
10/10/2015, in fierce battles with the armed opposition in the north-western region of Syria...
“This is considered to represent the first combined land and air attack on a wide scale since
Moscow began its military campaign in Syria on the 30 th of September... The fighting is focused
in the two provinces of Hama and Idlib which in the north of the country where a collection of
armed resistance are active in addition to Jubhat An-Nusrah” (Al-Watan, 10/10/2015).... “In this
context it was mentioned that the Syrian government forces supported by Russian air cover
began a land campaign against opposition strongholds in the strategic Sahl Al-Ghab close to
Hama” (BBC Arabic, 08/10/2015)... And prior to that Russian battleships in the Caspian had
“fired 26 cruise missiles upon the Syrian territories” (BBC Arabic, 07/10/2015). Before this
Russia had begun air strikes upon Syrian territories on 30/09/2015 after the members of the
Russian parliament agreed unanimously upon the decision to allow that... “And the Syrian
presidency confirmed that the sending of Russian air forces to Syria had occurred as a result of
the Syrian state’s request made in a message that President Assad had sent to President Putin,
according to what the Syrian Arab news agency reported.” (BBC Arabic, 30/09/2015)
The Russian attacks were preceded by American attacks upon Syria in the name of the
American (formed) alliance on 23/09/2015. “American officials said that fighter planes, artillery
projectiles and missiles were used in continuous attacks... Activists said that five assaults were
carried out upon the Military Tabaqah (Class) Airport, three airstrikes were carried out upon the
town of Tal Abyad and there were three assaults upon Al-Liwaa 93 and its outskirts in the
provincial town of Ain Isa... The US President, Barack Obama, had delegated his air force to
carry out air strikes upon Syria and that was according to the BBC correspondent in
Washington, Paul Blake... And the Syrian television carried the statement of the government
that Washington had informed them in advance that it would target Raqqah.” (Sudan Today,
23/09/2015)
The two savage attacks, the American and Russian, were undertaken under the pretext of
fighting terrorism, whilst both America and Russia forgot or rather they have chosen to forget,
that if indeed there is terrorism, then it is to be found in the crimes of the tyrant with his missiles
and fire bombs in addition to the exploding barrels and the torturing to death that occurs in the
spy cellars and their underground chambers... However the truth is not what they are
pretending and that is because they are not breaching the Syrian territories with their
aggression from the air, land and even the sea for the sake of fighting terrorism which they
themselves are its creators. Rather these savage attacks are only for the purpose of protecting
the tyrant in Damascus and keeping him alive as the current agent until America succeeds in its
production of the next agent. It therefore represents a means of applying pressure as an
introduction to political talks between the regime and the opposition after it has been groomed
as a new alternative for the tyrannical regime of Bashar so that it can then take its place in
serving the American interests. This is all clearly apparent in the statements they have made:
“The Russian Foreign Ministry confirmed that all of the steps that Moscow is taking on the Syria
track are designed to contribute to a political settlement within the country” (Russia Today,
08/10/2015). America had prepared for that as it had begun to announce that which it had been
hiding in respect to not wanting Bashar’s departure immediately but rather after negotiations.
This is to guarantee the transfer of the previous agents with the later agents in a consecutive
process that guarantees its interests. Kerry said, “During the last year and a half we have been
saying that Assad must go however what is the time period of this and how will it occur... This
decision must be taken within the scope of the Geneva process and negotiations” and added,
“It is not essential for it to be from the first day or the first month...” (Al-Arabiyah 5 th Dhul Hijjah
1436 AH, 19/09/2015).

America has found itself in a serious predicament in ash-Sham. It had thought that
changing faces would be very easy in Syria just as it had accomplished in the land of AlKinanah (Egypt). It infiltrated the revolution in Al-Kinanah and silenced them through those
whom they labelled as representing moderate Islam. Then when those people failed, they
removed them just as easily as they brought them in; and then they were able to bring back the
old guard in a more heinous and terrible form emboldened in falsehood, to the point where this
‘new’ old guard had the gall to even interfere in the area of religious speech in the name of
modernisation!
This then is what America had thought... However the omen turned against them so its
National Syrian Coalition fell and collapsed. It had prepared it as an alternative however it was
unable to find any support base within Syria that spoke well of it. It therefore remained exiled
and cast outside of Syria where it sings praises of America so that it will bring them into Syria
so that they rule. However how was it possible for it to do this whilst the people (in Syria) were
chanting: “It (the revolution) is for Allah, it is for Allah” and they were crying out loud for the
separation of the Deen from life?! ﴿ ﴾سا ﴾ء ﴾ما ﴾ي كح وك ومون
﴾ “ ﴾أ﴾ ﴾لCertainly, evil is what they decide” [AnNahl: 59].
It then rethought and re-evaluated and feared that the regime would fall before the coalition
would reach the stage of weaning! Therefore it supported the regime through Iran’s
mercenaries and its party in Lebanon and so they supported it for a while.... This was until the
ground was shaken from underneath their feet and no more than a tenth or some of a tenth of
the land of Syria remained under its authority or some of its authority... Then America moved to
the style of ‘truces’ lasting for six months in order to give the regime an opportunity to regain its
breath and despite that the impendent danger for the regime still remained... This was a
disaster for America as it had presented itself as being with the revolutionaries and as such it
would be difficult to fight against them openly. They were bringing serious harm onto the regime
whilst the American replacement had not yet matured. This then is where the dirty hellish ploy
of Russia undertaking its task came to play. Its role is to support the regime openly and to
oppose the revolutionaries openly whilst being at war with them is justified in their view. This is
whilst the regime was prepared to summon Russia through American instruction and this is
exactly what came to pass... As such Russia agreed to play this evil dirty role in Syria in service
to America! This is whilst it knows without any doubt that the family of Assad from the father to
the son are American agents and that America would monopolise the influence in Syria to itself
alone if it was capable to upon the heedlessness of the Ummah... At that time influence for
Russia would not have been consolidated and indeed it could be removed by the stroke of the
pen if America desired that. This is because if Bashar’s support was to become strong America
would throw them out of Syria just as Sadat did to them in Egypt! Putin believes that through
the service he is providing to America in Syria the problems of Russia’s southern border will be
quelled in respect to Ukraine however this is one issue and that is another altogether different
one! Indeed Russia’s sliding into a war with the Muslims will afflict Russia with calamities upon
calamities that will make the problems of Ukraine pale in insignificance compared to what the
anger of the Muslims will bring and indeed tomorrow is close for the one looking forward to it.
O Muslims:
The Russian air assaults by air, sea and even by land through their bases and consultants
is being undertaken in coordination with America. Indeed they are at war on their behalf and by
their command even bearing witness to by one of their people, “The British Guardian
Newspaper reported a statement from the Senator John McCain of the US Senate in which he
said that the United States was involved alongside Russia in the war in Syria by way of
delegation...” (Al-Jazeera 05/10/2015). In addition it is not farfetched to see that America’s
decision to remove its patriot missile system, which had been on the Turkish southern border,
to have been for the purpose of enabling Russia to undertake its air attacks without being
challenged by the patriot missiles. “After two years since their deployment the missiles which
were deployed in the summer of 2013 will be withdrawn during this current month in

accordance to what has been decided and in spite of the developments in Syria. (Source: AFP)”
(Russia Today 02/10/2015). In addition, if there needs to be another matter, then every sane
person comprehends that if the planes of the two states are circling in the same sky, this means
that it is happening either through coordination between them as two friends or it means that
there is a war taking place between two enemies where they are clashing with one another and
pelting each other with missiles like the reality of any other war. However they are two friends
who are coordinating the skies between them in order to accomplish one single objective and
not two different ones. Statements that have been made by the two sides confirm such
coordination. The Russian Foreign Ministry said in a statement it published upon its internet site
on Thursday 08/10/2015, “In line with the authorisation of the Russian President Putin and his
American counterpart President Barack Obama at the end of their meeting on the sidelines of
the UN General Conference, the two respective foreign ministers sought to finalise discussing
the ways of settling the situation in Syria, which from one angle includes the necessity to avoid
accidents happening in the sky above Syria in addition to strengthening the political settlement
in Syria in accordance to the Geneva declaration on 30/06/2012”. The statement added that the
two ministers: “Also sought to present steps for implementing the Minsk agreements in respect
to Ukraine that was signed on the 12 th of February...” (Al-Hayat: Electronic copy, Wednesday 7
October 2015).
This is not all but rather America silenced Turkey in respect to confronting these Russian
attacks which are upon its borders and even penetrating its airspace. Despite that the weapons
were silenced and even the tongues were silenced. Indeed it uttered out of shame to save face
by saying that it would never be silent if it happened again and then it did happen again and
again whilst they remained silent. This is because America wants Russia to undertake its
attacks without its aircrafts being challenged by anyone. Indeed this military silence in respect
to the Russian planes breaching its air space was not a concealed matter but was rather open...
“Turkey mentioned that the Russian fighter planes violated its air space close to the Syrian
border last Saturday and Sunday... And Turkey said yesterday that a ‘Mig-29’ aircraft whose
identity was unknown harassed eight Turkish F-16 aircraft... And the Turkish military said that
the plane readied its radar to lock on to its target in preparedness to fire a missile at the Turkish
planes...” (Al-Hayat: Electronic copy, Wednesday 7 October 2015). Despite that no effective
steps were undertaken but rather all that happened was a summoning of the ambassador and a
warning of losing the friendship! “From his side the Turkish president warned Russia saying that
it would lose a lot if it destroyed its friendship with Ankara and he said that Turkey’s patience
would not remain forever with the violation of Russian war planes in its air space. Turkey
summoned the Russian ambassador in Ankara for the second time in two days to ‘strongly
protest’ after Russian fighters violated Turkey’s airspace again near to the Syrian border, as
was announced by an official in the foreign ministry...” (Ad-Dustoor, Wednesday 07/10/2015).
O Muslims:
It is very painful for the Muslim lands to become a ground for the enemies' aircraft, missiles
and warships. It is not only that but indeed it is the very first time in the history of the Islamic
Ummah for the enemy to attack it and then for that to be applauded, praised and called for.
Indeed this is regarded as being treacherous to Allah, His Messenger and the believers. They
are meant to fight the enemy so that they are defeated and victory is achieved and not to
commend their aggression against the Muslims or call them so that they can vie with their
planes over the land of Islam! But today we hear and witness those who praise the American
coalition in its acts of aggression and underneath they even complain if their daily strikes
decrease... On the other side, we hear and witness those who praise the Russian aggression
whilst considering their air attacks as splendid heroic acts! Verily it is but one of the greatest
calamities. Even the agents a while ago would be ashamed to declare their agency to the
colonial disbelievers. They would rather serve them without announcing it let alone declare their
support towards their aggression against the Muslim lands... And today America is forming an
alliance from a number of states to aggress against the Muslim lands under the pretext and

argument of fighting terrorism. This is whilst Russia is forming an alliance with Iran which
Baghdad and Damascus are subservient to also using the argument of fighting terrorism. This
is at a time when they represent the very core of terrorism and its source whilst acts of
savagery follow them whether they turn. They have agreed to make war against Islam and its
people and this is the habit of the enemies of Islam. This is because they have differed amongst
themselves in issues whereas in their opposition to Islam they are united.
اح ﴾ذ كر وه كم ﴾قا ﴾ت ﴾ل وه وم ى
﴾ ﴾او أ﴾ ىنى وي كؤ ﴾ف وكون
﴿ وه وم ا كل ﴾عدوو ﴾ف ك
“They are the enemy so beware of them. May Allah destroy them; how they are
deluded” [Al-Munafiqun: 4].
America is the head of the aggression against Muslim countries. It fights us in ash-Sham,
not only directly, but also with multi-coloured tools: local, regional and international; sometimes
using the tyrant of ash-Sham and his gang. And if they are about to collapse, it supported them
regionally through Iran and its party in Lebanon and their extensions from Iraq. If they did not
find that benefit, then an internationally dirty deal would be contracted. Therefore Russia walked
in its footsteps fighting for America’s sake in a no-win deal ... This is in addition to Europe
lurking around us, so it circles around America reiterating what it says in order to gain
something or part of something!
O Muslims:
This situation that we are currently in has a known treatment and not unknown and its
success by the permission of Allah is definite and not a matter of doubt. It has been uttered by
the cave of Hira, the Hijrah of the Messenger (saw), the rightly guided Khilafah, the shores of
‘Uqbah, Tariq of Andulus, the word of Haroon, the response of Mu’tasim, the Hitteen of Salaah
ud-Deen the liberator of Al-Aqsa and vanquisher of the crusaders, Ain Jaloot of Qutz and
Berbas the destroyers of the Tartar and how good is the Ameer the Fateh of Constantinople... It
is settled by France’s seeking help from Al-Qanooni, the Khalifah of the Muslims, to save their
king from his captivity and it is confirmed by America’s submission to the tax of the Islamic
State for safe passage in the Mediterranean... And the statement of Abdul Hameed about
Palestine and the Jews warned about losing it when he said, “If the Khilafah is destroyed then
they will take Palestine without a cost...” This is what happened so they took Palestine and our
lands became an open house for every sinful aggression... This is the treatment and solution;
that we return to the fortified pillar, to the rightly guided Khilafah, because within it lies the
honour of the life of this world and the Hereafter...This is the solution.... Imprinted in the Book of
Allah and cannot be erased and mentioned in the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah (saw) and
it will not be forgotten... Engraved in the pages of history with ink of light by which every person
can be reminded,
﴾ س كم ﴾ع ﴾وه ﴾وو
﴾ش يهي ﴾د
ب أ﴾ كو أ﴾ كل ﴾قى ال ى
﴾ ﴿إينى فيي ﴾ذلي ﴾ك ﴾ل يذ كك ﴾رى لي ﴾منك ﴾كان﴾ ﴾ل وه ﴾ق كل
“Indeed in that is a reminder for whoever has a heart or who listens whilst he is
heedful” [Qaaf: 37].
27th Dhul Hijjah 1436 AH
11/10/2015 CE
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